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              Claxon Communication

Claxon creates powerful messaging for purpose-driven clients.
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Chaos is costly.

How much is poor communication costing you?




















Poor communication costs large companies $62.4M and small businesses $420,000*. Per year. (Ouch.)

 

Put this $$$ back in your pocket while increasing:

	Retention by 4.5x
	Productivity by 20-25%
	Returns to shareholders by 47%
	Talent acquisition by a whole lot
	And your impact by a quantum leap


*If you want the research behind the stats, get in touch. 













Claxon's surefire strategies save you time and money, while increasing positivity, productivity, and profit.













Services

Make sure bad communication never gets in the way of your good work.







Get better results more quickly and easily with Claxon's proprietary, research-backed system, Communicate for Good.

Find out how



















Finding the right words to explain what you do and why you do it is shockingly complicated. That's where Erica's genius comes in to erase overly 'explain-y' paragraphs and replace them with gorgeous words that finally get your point across with ease.

- Jennifer Alcorn, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation







The messaging Erica helped us develop is proving invaluable as we introduce our new organization to potential funders, partner organizations, and elected officials. I highly recommend Erica for communications strategy, branding, and messaging--she is great!

- John Daly, American Lands Project







Erica is one of the most talented and insightful communications professionals I have had the opportunity to work with. In addition to top-notch deliverables, when you work with Erica, you get the benefit of working with one of the thought leaders in the field.

- Scott Jackson, Global Impact































Speaking

Know better. Lead better.


Communication expert Erica Mills Barnhart blends rigorous research and real-world examples with wry humor to teach leaders how to communicate with clarity and confidence.

Her crowd-pleasing, tough love talks motivate leaders to create cultures where people feel included and inspired…one word at a time. Watch her speak.



Give her the mic














Our Client Roster

We're proud of our clients and honored to work with them.
























































































Want to learn how to communicate with clarity and confidence so you can increase awareness, revenue, and impact? How it can help you, as a leader, level up? How can it help your team be communication rockstars? Listen in as communication expert Erica Mills Barnhart and her guests share insights, ideas, and inspiration that will get you epic results in record time.


Listen on:

	



	



	










Latest Podcast Episodes


Ep 92: For Now vs Forever Decisions

	Posted on:June 18, 2023June 19, 2023








Ep 91: Angela Foster on Style, Confidence & Leadership

	Posted on:June 4, 2023June 18, 2023








Ep 90: Jen Hope on Self-kindness as a Leadership Superpower

	Posted on:May 28, 2023June 18, 2023








Ep 89: Stress Doesn’t Lead to Success

	Posted on:May 21, 2023June 18, 2023







View all episodes







  














Get In Touch














4616 25th Avenue NE, #266

Seattle WA 98105



206.590.1147

info@claxon-communication.com
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Sign up for our newsletter to be the first to hear new podcast episodes and get exclusive, insider-only content.







Email address: 




Signup
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Do you communicate as effectively as you think?







Take the quiz to find out!


X







Do you communicate as effectively as you think?







Take the quiz to find out!
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